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NEW USB 3.1 GEN 1.0 PORTS: Supports USB 3.1 Gen1 Type A and Type C, just like a Type C port but with much improved power delivery and low jitter. ENHANCED COMBINED POWER BY USB 3.1 GEN 1.0 (Support Type A and Type C port),
USB 3.0 (Support Type B port). In addition, you can perform data transfer up to 5 Gbps (via Type A) and transfer 100 MB/s of data (via Type C), which can save up to 10x your laptop battery life! SUPERFAST TRANSFER RATE: up to 600 MB/s,
which is 15x speed than a USB 3.0 port! THE NEW COMBINED POWER: With USB 3.1 Gen1 and USB 3.0, combined transfer rate up to 600 MB/s. PERFORMANCE SUITED FOR DIGITAL CAMERA: Capable of processing 10x more still images
(4k), 5x RAW video files and a variety of still files. UPS WELL SUITED FOR BUSINESS DEVICES: With superior power delivery of 60W, it s ideal for heavy-duty, professional use and repetitive tasks. HIGH CAPACITY STORAGE: Be able to store
over 200GB of data (supports up to 2 TB maximum capacity with USB 3.1 Gen1). 2.2 Gbps TYPE A PORT: Capable of providing a combined transfer rate of up to 10 Gbps, this port is 7.8x faster than the regular USB 3.0 ports. AVAILABLE ON ALL
CAPACITY MODELS: Not only suitable for small capacity laptops and desktop computers, but can also be used in an external USB hub. VESA-COMPATIBLE: Supports VESA mounting for stability and flexibility. I'm looking to buy an e-reader that
would be compatible with 7-11 books, pdfs, and I want to be able to download books on my computer and then transfer them to the e-reader. I was thinking about the kindle, Nook, iPad, Blackberry but I'm having a hard time finding a Nook that is
available in Australia. I'm not very computer savvy. What are the best tablets for reading pdfs on, for someone who is not computer savvy? Thanks!
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